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                                        Salon International de la lingerie

                                        
											The world's leading trade event for the lingerie sector.                                        

                                    

                                
                            


						
                            
								                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Interfilière Paris

                                        
											The only international rendez-vous for materials, accessories and sourcing for the lingerie and swimwear markets.                                        

                                    

                                
                            


						
                            
								                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Curve Paris

                                        
											The summer event of the Salon International de la Lingerie.                                        

                                    

                                
                            


						                    

				
				                    
						
                            
								                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Curve New-York

                                        
											North America's leading lingerie trade show.                                        

                                    

                                
                            


						
                            
								                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Curve Los Angeles

                                        
											The most important trade show on the American West Coast.                                        

                                    

                                
                            


						
                            
								                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Curve Montréal

                                        
											Prepare to be seduced by elegance, creativity and innovation.                                        
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							La Caserne

12 rue Philippe de Girard,

75010 Paris
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  We are using cookies to give you the best experience on our website.
You can find out more about which cookies we are using or switch them off in settings.
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      Privacy Overview
    
  	This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.

  	  

  



            
  
    Cookies strictement nécessaires
    
      These cookies are necessary for the use of our services and for your comfort. They therefore cannot be deactivated. They allow us to remember the language in which you view your content (regional settings), to keep you logged in to the website and to know your cookie preferences.
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          If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that each time you visit this site, you will need to enable or disable cookies again.
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